A LEGACY OF LEADERSHIP

Truly timeless, Four Seasons elevates hospitality to an art form.
POWER
BEYOND POLITICS

America’s great federal city is so much greater than you expect
Can a city be among the coolest and the hottest in America? Yes, if it’s Washington, DC, according to Forbes and Business Insider magazines. Near the top of every must-see list, DC is more than its rich culture – museums, galleries and performing arts – or even its history and iconic memorials. The seductive food scene: restaurants to thriving craft breweries. Or parkland, more per capita than any city in the USA, and all the ways to enjoy it, year-round – from cherry blossom season to ice skating on the National Mall.
HUGGING THE POTOMAC

Georgetown Waterfront Park, steps from Four Seasons
Its charming townhomes and cobblestone streets beside the famed C&O Canal give Georgetown a European feel. But its spirit is anything but old world. Take your morning run up the Exorcist Steps, spend after hours exploring the nightlife and, in between, visit Cady's Alley design district, kayak on the Potomac or shop the city’s best boutiques. A landmark on Pennsylvania Avenue at the door to Georgetown, Four Seasons Hotel Washington, DC, is thirteen blocks from the White House and a stroll from two top universities. Many of the world’s most discerning travelers make Four Seasons their address of choice – for all the reasons they visit our city.
Hospitality at its best is timeless, without gimmick or pretense. Four Seasons Hotel Washington, DC, has practiced the art of timelessness since the Hotel introduced the Four Seasons brand to America. Even before you arrive, your stay becomes the blank canvas upon which 450 staff, each passionate about service, create a masterpiece. Every guest room and suite has been reinvented for your comfort. The Hotel’s 1,650-piece art collection adds originality, indoors and out. And the concierge team, all certified Clefs d’Or, excels at fulfilling wishes and keeping you connected, locally and globally.
RENOVATED THROUGHOUT

Airy and crisp, sleek and soothing,
all rooms perfect the art of sleep
Each of the 222 guest rooms – one-quarter of which are suites – offers a sanctuary of art-filled comfort where you can both unwind and work at your best. After decades of serving newsmakers, Four Seasons knows guests’ need for a perfect sleep. Understanding this, the recent Hotel revitalisation went deep beneath the surface, building the signature art-of-sleep guidelines into every room. By day, enjoy views such as the C&O Canal, Rock Creek Park or, in the West Wing, floor-to-ceiling scenes of Georgetown. In the thoughtfully equipped bathrooms, prep easily for your day in the Capital, and relax after.
SUITE DREAMS

Six Presidential Suites – for royalty, captains of industry or families
The 57 glamorous suites include the largest, most lavish in Washington, DC, the 4,000-square-foot (371.5-m²) Royal Suite, which can be secluded fully from the rest of the floor. This suite has its own, enormous terrace and can be arranged with as many as seven additional bedrooms for your family or entourage. With six suites at the presidential level, and four additional suite categories, Four Seasons gives you the level of privacy, space and flexibility you require, from stay to stay.
ARTFUL CUISINE

Dining choices to suit any taste, any mood, any time
Lunches and fine dining at Bourbon Steak will tempt you with more than DC's favorite steaks. Michael Mina and his team have created a diverse and distinctive menu of haute-cuisine American classics to suit the rhythm of the nation's capital. Enjoy seasonal bites and beverages on Bourbon Steak's al fresco terrace, open nine months of the year. In the sleek ambience of Bourbon Steak's revamped Lounge, join other Washington power players, connoisseurs and celebs as you sip rare bourbon or scotch. Or plan an event in the striking, modern Batch, Barrel or, combined, Spirit private dining rooms overlooking Rock Creek.
Seasons is the bright, tranquil setting for Washington’s power crowd of movers and shakers to meet over breakfast – and the city’s best Sunday brunch – indoors or on the patio. Executive Chef Doug Anderson puts his elegant twist on traditional and international dishes. Arbor at Seasons offers private dining and the entire restaurant is a superb option for afternoon or evening events.

LEARN MORE ABOUT SEASONS RESTAURANT >
Next door to the Hotel, easygoing ENO Wine Bar is DC's newest nighttime hotspot. ENO’s extensive list of domestic and international wines can be sampled by the glass or flight, and paired with locally sourced cheeses, chocolate and charcuterie. To learn more of the sommelier's art, take an educational wine class at ENOversity. Or arrange an intimate, casual get-together in The Cellar at ENO, with good company shared by candlelight.
THE PRIVATE HEALTH CLUB

Three floors of relaxation, rejuvenation and exclusivity
Expressly for private members and hotel guests, the health club is your corner of the American Fitness Index’ fittest city in America. The three-floor club, open 24 hours a day, offers the latest in cardio and strength training. Reserve a lane for a peaceful swim in the saltwater pool, or relax in the whirlpool. The acclaimed spa’s full-service menu includes blissful massage, body treatments and skin therapies. And 800 miles of trails are steps away. Run along the Potomac or tour DC’s monuments by bike. Ask the front desk to provide maps, cold water and chilled towels. They are happy to assist.
UNIQUE OPTIONS FOR MEETINGS

Few venues in the capital offer such possibilities, indoors and out.
As ideal for board meetings as for an automotive launch, this city's most trusted events host offers eleven room types and garden settings. Many rooms feature natural light; most are conveniently grouped on one floor. Plan a business meeting in the Corcoran Ballroom, an incentive session under the skylights of the Dumbarton Conservatory or cocktails around the fire pit on the Douglass terrace. Overlooking the C&O Canal, this outdoor terrace is suitable for events almost year-round. And the Hotel's restaurants add to the options you can schedule, such as a private wine tasting in The Cellar.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR MEETINGS AND EVENTS >
Four Seasons has helped create a generation of happy memories at weddings, birthdays, galas and social events. Among the many things that set events at the Hotel apart — along with resourceful, attentive personalised service and the executive chef’s superb cuisine — are the outdoor spaces. A cocktail reception on the covered George Washington Terrace also has room for live music. And a bridal ceremony in the Outdoor Garden Patio features a raised platform, where vows can be shared and rings exchanged for all to see. For every event, Four Seasons artistry perfects the details on your behalf.
LOCATION
- On Pennsylvania Avenue in historic Georgetown, minutes from fine local shopping, dining, nightlife and the scenic waterfront of the Potomac River
- 13 blocks from the White House, with easy access to the best of Washington, DC’s monuments, memorials, museums, parks, performing arts and more
- 800 miles of jogging trails at the Hotel doorstep

ACCOMMODATIONS
- 222 newly renovated guest rooms, including 57 suites – six are presidential suites
- Rooms and public spaces display the Hotel’s extensive collection of original art, including blue-chip artworks
- Thoughtful, intuitive service from the seasoned, multilingual concierge team, all Les Clefs d’Or certified

DINING & DRINKS
- Three restaurants, lounge and wine bar with four private rooms for groups of 10 to 30; 24-hour in-room dining
- Lunch and fine dining at Bourbon Steak
- Power breakfasts and Sunday Brunch at Seasons
- Fine beverages and food pairings at Bourbon Steak Lounge and ENO Wine Bar

SPA & RECREATION
- 3-level health club, with cardio- and weight-training machines; certified trainers; saunas; steam rooms; juice/coffee bar
- Full-service spa with eight treatment rooms
- Two-lane saltwater lap pool under the skylight; whirlpool

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
- 17,500 sq. ft. (1,634 sq. m.) of Washington’s most prestigious business or social event space – from a banquet for 420 to reception for 700
- All-weather terrace overlooking the C&O Canal; fire pit
- Car-accessible space for automotive events

CONNECT WITH US
FOURSEASONS.COM/WASHINGTON >

Four Seasons Hotel Washington
2800 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20007 U.S.A.
T. +1 (202) 342-0444 / F. +1 (202) 944-2076

VIEW OUR DIRECTIONS & MAP >